GOD IS NOT MOCKED
AND
THE CHANGE OF THE GUARD!

On 12 April 2015, at 13:53, Richard Hannah
<richard.hannah@mail.com> wrote
I think you should heed your own words.

God is the judge and when it

comes to the lies told about me and the others I would not want to
be in your shoes.
says.

There is not one scintilla of truth in anything Seven

It is that simple.

My conscious is absolutely clear Tony.
swear an affidavit and before my God.
simply will not allow you to let it go.

I will submit to a lie detector,
The issue is yours.

Your pride

You consider that a story so

monstrous must be founded on truth in part.

Well that is almost

criminally naive and disrespectful to the 7/7 and Charlie Hebdo victims.
The family of the judge, the wrong Helen Alexander, the bailiffs
collecting Seven's debts, Susannah Hills who is described as my PA but
was in fact at the event in the same capacity as Seven.

It's a lie

that the building was empty when there was over 200 people in the
room.

It's disrespectful to the actual originators of the dance talent

show Seven claims.
Yes, I have to turn the other cheek but do not quote
scripture at me Tony as a weapon, I know the word of God and my
obligations.

I certainly would not risk my soul for a Tv format and

then kill and terrorise for it. Our dialogue Tony is not for me, it is
for you.

The public, media, and all "stakeholders" in Sevengate

decided Seven was lying a long time before I got on the trail of this.
Indeed your report died in 2013.
Sevengate material.

Less than 10,000 people have viewed

Between prodcast feeds , iTunes and site hits, I

reach twice that number each week.

Who needs murder when ridicule is such an effective "tool"?
We are the same age Tony so your life insights are no more mature
than my own.

What I have is absolute certainty of complete innocence

_ you have a conspiracy theory and very little grace to say you
apologise for what must be obvious is a glaring error of judgement.
We both know you are not a prophet but you through away a
responsible job for what?

God would honour you if you spoke truth, but so
many years on?

